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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2005. Hardback. Condition: New. 2006 ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In December 2002, the world s first commercial magnetic levitation
super-train went into operation in Shanghai. The train is held just above the rails by magnetic
levitation (maglev) and can travel at a speed of 400 km/hr, completing the 30km journey from the
city to the airport in minutes. Now consumers are enjoying 50 GB hard drives compared to 0.5 GB
hard drives ten years ago. Achievements in magnetic materials research have made dreams of a few
decades ago reality. The objective of the four volume reference, Handbook of Advanced Magnetic
Materials, is to provide a comprehensive review of recent progress in magnetic materials research.
Each chapter will have an introduction to give a clear definition of basic and important concepts of
the topic. The details of the topic are then elucidated theoretically and experimentally. New ideas
for further advancement are then discussed. Sufficient references are also included for those who
wish to read the original work. In the last decade, one of the most significant thrust areas of
materials research has been nanostructured magnetic materials. There are several critical sizes
that...
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Reviews
This sort of book is everything and taught me to seeking forward and more. This really is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading. I
found out this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to discover.
-- Prof. Griffin Murphy
This ebook is wonderful. It typically does not expense too much. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for relating to should you request me).
-- Milan Turner
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